1
00:00:08,839 --> 00:00:13,830
so first if you guys ever want to know
2
00:00:11,519 --> 00:00:22,670
what the gate is want to stop off the
3
00:00:13,830 --> 00:00:22,670
gates say something so you guys know
4
00:00:37,369 --> 00:00:42,369
where are we we heard he hosts their
5
00:00:40,189 --> 00:00:42,369
mouth
6
00:00:42,810 --> 00:00:46,789
my destiny and
7
00:00:49,719 --> 00:00:56,890
yeah hey what's up everybody I'm Emmett
8
00:00:53,320 --> 00:01:00,340
I'm Joe and we are the UFO Bros in this
9
00:00:56,890 --> 00:01:02,380
episode we explore the UFO crash in
10
00:01:00,340 --> 00:01:04,540
Roswell back in 1947
11
00:01:02,380 --> 00:01:07,420
yeah so we're top it in the eb1 'mobile
12
00:01:04,540 --> 00:01:08,680
then we're taking a 19-hour trip from
13
00:01:07,420 --> 00:01:11,849
where we live to Roswell New Mexico
14
00:01:08,680 --> 00:01:15,640
check it out yeah and our first sound
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15
00:01:11,849 --> 00:01:17,500
boom International UFO museum and a
16
00:01:15,640 --> 00:01:19,480
research center which has a lot of cool
17
00:01:17,500 --> 00:01:21,010
stuff guys so if you're ever in Roswell
18
00:01:19,480 --> 00:01:22,750
make sure you check it out it's only 5
19
00:01:21,010 --> 00:01:27,240
bucks to get in and they've got lots of
20
00:01:22,750 --> 00:01:27,239
stuff on display so here's a little tour
21
00:01:38,049 --> 00:01:41,420
one of the coolest things maybe
22
00:01:40,430 --> 00:01:43,340
something's iam is this piece of
23
00:01:41,420 --> 00:01:45,228
wreckage right here actual wreckage
24
00:01:43,340 --> 00:01:46,850
debris that was the coolest thing that
25
00:01:45,228 --> 00:01:48,829
we saw at the Museum is ash on display
26
00:01:46,849 --> 00:01:55,219
so to learn more about ever to sit down
27
00:01:48,829 --> 00:01:56,810
here with Beth she tells all time you'd
28
00:01:55,219 --> 00:02:00,368
be safe to say that pretty much any
29
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00:01:56,810 --> 00:02:04,929
prominent ufologist has set their
30
00:02:00,368 --> 00:02:04,929
absolute so what are you holding there
31
00:02:09,189 --> 00:02:16,039
it's absolutely fascinating just imagine
32
00:02:13,939 --> 00:02:19,280
if this was metal and I remember hearing
33
00:02:16,039 --> 00:02:22,609
that because symbols appeared when you
34
00:02:19,280 --> 00:02:31,219
would look at it in indirect indirect
35
00:02:22,610 --> 00:02:34,160
light right like reflective autopsy
36
00:02:31,219 --> 00:02:36,919
display that came from direct
37
00:02:34,159 --> 00:02:38,989
recognition what are your thoughts on
38
00:02:36,919 --> 00:02:46,699
disclosure do you think it on that time
39
00:02:38,989 --> 00:03:00,890
I don't think anybody has the right to
40
00:02:46,699 --> 00:03:03,409
say it's to control I gotta go
41
00:03:00,889 --> 00:03:06,048
go find her she's in our space poking
42
00:03:03,409 --> 00:03:09,469
some guy you know what that's like they
43
00:03:06,049 --> 00:03:11,739
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have some back row and not you like
44
00:03:09,469 --> 00:03:11,739
cheese
45
00:03:18,629 --> 00:03:22,930
dude I'm so excited to actually head out
46
00:03:21,280 --> 00:03:25,360
to where this crash happened yeah I
47
00:03:22,930 --> 00:03:26,739
wasn't there was a it's one of our
48
00:03:25,360 --> 00:03:28,450
dreams as a kid to go check out this
49
00:03:26,739 --> 00:03:30,849
place - about aliens it's all we talked
50
00:03:28,449 --> 00:03:32,409
about when we're kids is aliens and UFOs
51
00:03:30,848 --> 00:03:34,629
and all that stuff so we're like
52
00:03:32,409 --> 00:03:37,750
actually going and so the next episode
53
00:03:34,629 --> 00:03:42,250
you guys will see how hard actually is
54
00:03:37,750 --> 00:03:43,780
defined ah Italy hard piece to find it's
55
00:03:42,250 --> 00:03:47,699
a needle in the haystack for sure but we
56
00:03:43,780 --> 00:03:56,310
found it just like my chin my chin - but
57
00:03:47,699 --> 00:03:59,310
look at that see I mean next episode ah
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58
00:03:56,310 --> 00:03:59,310
okay
59
00:04:04,229 --> 00:04:14,459
Roselyn take a look around
60
00:04:20,519 --> 00:04:25,540
all right you guys I think that we're
61
00:04:22,629 --> 00:04:31,949
here we see something but she just kind
62
00:04:25,540 --> 00:04:36,270
of turned around to see bro oh that's it
63
00:04:31,949 --> 00:04:36,269
we're here forget it man
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